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News 2018 digest:

Israeli Leader Netanyahu's Wife Charged With Fraud
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s wife has been indicted on charges of fraud for allegedly
ordering thousands of dollars of gourmet meals at government expense to the family’s official residence.

Iraq to Proceed With Recount
A court ruling allowed Iraq to move forward with an unprecedented hand recount of millions of ballots

following a national election that rejected the political establishment but was also marred by fraud
allegations.

U.S., Afghan Offensive Crushes Islamic State in Area Near Pakistan
U.S. and Afghan special-operations troops pushed Islamic State fighters out of the district that the
militants had aspired to make the capital of their local territory.

Why Russia's Middle East Gamble Has a Limited Payoff
Russia’s military intervention in Syria has turned it into a significant player across the Middle East once
again, but while Moscow’s relationships are deepening, its influence is nowhere near matching
Washington’s.

Top Trump Adviser John Bolton to Visit Russia in June
White House national security adviser John Bolton will travel to Russia this month to discuss a possible
summit meeting between Presidents Donald Trump and Vladimir Putin.

Giant Oil Find Set to Bring Guyana Startling Riches---Maybe
An Exxon Mobil-led consortium has begun offshore drilling after recently discovering at least 3.2 billion
barrels of light crude in Guyanese waters. That makes the tiny South American nation a top global energy
frontier, but not everyone is convinced of a bonanza.

Migrants at Border Relieved Over U.S. Policy Shift After Long Journeys
Most Central Americans and Mexicans seeking asylum and new lives were worried but not deterred by the
threat of separation from their children by Trump administration policy, even before it was changed.

Saudi Coalition Beats Back Houthi Rebels From Hodeidah Airport
A Saudi-led military coalition said Yemeni forces captured the airport of Hodeidah, a milestone in their bid
to wrest control of the Red Sea port from Houthi rebels without causing a humanitarian catastrophe.

Saudi Women Drivers Face One Last Roadblock: Saudi Men
When Saudi Arabia’s ban on women driving ends Sunday, many women in the kingdom say they still face a
major obstacle to getting behind the wheel: the opposition of conservative men.
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